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Honda genuine accessories have 
been designed and built to the same 
exacting standards as every Honda. 

So they are durable, safe, secure and 
guaranteed to fit. All you need to do 
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SPORT & DESIGN

FRONT AND REAR LOWER DECORATIONS

The front and rear lower decorations, standard on the car,
get a body colour finish and maximise the premium feel and refinement.

SIDE LOWER DECORATION

These smart and stylish decorations give your CR-V a 
robust, muscular look. They are finished in body colour 
to complement the front and rear lower decoration on 

the standard bumper.

EXHAUST TAILPIPE FINISHER*

This rear exhaust tailpipe finisher will add a dash of 
style in stainless steel. This item is for Hybrid only.

STYLE PACK

This Style Pack will increase the body colour accents on the lower side of the car.
Pack contains: front lower decoration, rear lower decoration and side lower decorations

in body colour. Available for both Petrol and Hybrid engine options. 

Image includes 19" CR1901 alloy wheels. Sold separately. *For Hybrid cars only. Sold separately and not in conjunction with the Style Pack.03 04



FRONT AERO BUMPER

Enhance the dynamic design of your car with the front 
aero bumper. It features a smooth body coloured 

surface to provide a more aerodynamic look.

RUNNING BOARDS

Designed to fully integrate with the sleek design of your 
CR-V and finished in aluminium with black details. 

REAR AERO BUMPER

The rear aero bumper has a body coloured 
and Alabaster Silver finish which complements 

the CR-V’s aerodynamic design perfectly.

TAILGATE SPOILER

Add an extra competitive and sporty edge to the back 
of your CR-V with a floating style tailgate spoiler.

AERO PACK

The Aero Pack gives your car a more sophisticated, dynamic look with a combination of refined, 
body coloured features. Pack contains: front aero bumper, rear aero bumper, running boards 

and a tailgate spoiler.

Image includes 19" CR1901 alloy wheels. Sold separately. 05 06



BLACK RUNNING BOARDS

These black powder coated running boards are tough, practical and have 
been designed to fully integrate with the sleek exterior styling of the CR-V.

MIRROR CAPS

Enhance the individuality of your CR-V with these  
Asphalt Silver mirror caps. Designed to replace the 

existing ones. Kit contains: two mirror caps.

TAILGATE DECORATION

The chrome tailgate decoration has been 
specifically designed to complement the 

styling lines of your CR-V.

SIDE LOWER DECORATIONS

These smart and stylish decorations give your CR-V a robust, muscular look. They 
are finished in Asphalt Silver or body colour to complement the front and rear lower 

decoration on the standard bumper. Kit contains: two parts per side.
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WINTER TYRES & RIMS
Get a grip on winter with our winter tyre range. They are specifically designed to give superior 
grip at temperatures below 7°C, which optimises your car’s handling whilst minimising stopping 
distances. Winter tyres offer a more comfortable driving experience, even reducing road noise. 
So, make sure you are ready for winter and ask your dealer for more information about Honda 

genuine winter tyres and rims.

Stopping distances are significantly 
increased in wintry conditions. 
Fitting genuine winter tyres can 
make a positive difference to your 
car’s ability to stop.

19" CR1901 ALLOY WHEEL

This alloy comes with Rombo Silver windows and 
a diamond cut A-surface with matte clear coat.

18" CR1801 ALLOY WHEEL

This alloy comes with Gunpowder Black windows and 
a diamond cut A-surface with shiny clear coat.

WINTER TYRES

SUMMER TYRES

19" (19 X 7.5J)18" (18 X 7.5J)
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WINTER TYRES

SUMMER TYRES

Stopping distances are significantly 
increased in wintry conditions. 
Fitting genuine winter tyres can 
make a positive difference to your 
car’s ability to stop



PROTECTION & SAFETY

CONVENIENCE PACK

The Convenience Pack is a collection of accessories stylishly designed to protect your car from 
scrapes, scratches, mud and sand. Pack contains: side body trims, door sill trims and mud flaps.

DOOR SILL TRIMS

The door sill trims add a personal touch to your 
car while protecting the door sills from marks 
and scratches. Crafted in stainless steel, they 
also have an eye-catching, etched CR-V logo. 

Kit contains: front and rear trims.

SIDE BODY TRIMS

There’s nothing more annoying than a scratch or dent in your car’s bodywork. 
The side body trims are made out of soft, impact-resistant material that 

comes in the car’s body colour which not only look great, but provide all round 
protection for your car.

FRONT AND REAR MUD FLAPS

Protect your car against dirt and stones 
with these subtle mud fl aps. They’re a great 

long term protection feature. 
Kit contains: front and rear mud flaps. 

Image includes 18" CR1801 alloy wheels. Sold separately. 11 12



FRONT FOG LIGHTS

These low mounted bright fog lights  
cut through the gloom, making absolutely 

sure you can see and be seen.

WINDSHIELD COVER

This windshield cover is a shield against the elements and will also  
protect the mirrors and front side windows from heavy weather when your 

car is parked outside. It features the CR-V logo.

PUDDLE LIGHTS

The LED puddle lights create an effective, 
small pool of light just underneath the front 
doors, illuminating the area beside the car. 
Only in combination with running boards.

CARGO PACK

If you frequently transport luggage or specialised equipment, the Cargo Pack will help 
keep it organised and secure. Pack contains: premium boot organiser, bumper step 

protector and boot sill decorations.

TRANSPORT
Get the most out of life and get the most 

out of your CR-V
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BOOT SILL DECORATIONS

A practical and stylish accessory for the boot,  
which protects against scratches and marks.  

These stainless steel parts with an attractive brushed 
finish fit perfectly onto the boot’s exterior lining.

BUMPER STEP PROTECTOR

Constantly loading and unloading the boot can cause 
annoying scratches; so protect your car’s bodywork 

with this neat bumper step protector.

PREMIUM BOOT ORGANISER

This innovative boot organiser enables you to 
organise your car’s boot space and prevent 

items from moving around when driving.

DOG GUARD

The dog guard keeps your pets safe by separating the 
rear passenger area from the luggage compartment. 
It’s a must for those who have pets and fits perfectly 

between the rear seat and the roof interior.

RETRACTABLE TOW BAR WITH 13-PIN TRAILER HARNESS

With this new retractable tow bar system, you can pull your trailer or  
carry bikes with ease. Maximum towing capacity: 2,000kg depending on 
the transmission type. Maximum vertical load: 100kg. The 13-pin socket  
is integrated in the tow bar and the opening mechanism is positioned  
inside the boot area to facilitate operation. An optional 12V battery line  

provides continuous power to your trailer.

DETACHABLE TOW BAR

With this detachable tow bar you don’t need to 
compromise your car’s styling if you’re planning to 
tow a trailer. It comes with a 13-pin trailer harness 
and has a maximum towing capacity of 2,000kg, 

depending on the transmission type and a vertical 
load of 100kg. An optional 12V battery line provides  

continuous power to your trailer.

FIXED TOW BAR

Enables you to tow your caravan or  
trailer, with a maximum towing capacity  

of 2,000kg, depending on the transmission 
type. The maximum vertical load is 100kg. 

The fixed tow bar comes with a 13-pin 
harness. An optional 12V battery line 

provides continuous power to your trailer. 
15 16



BOOT MAT

This boot mat is made from Graphite Black needle felt 
carpet, with black woven binding and is designed to fit 

perfectly in the area that needs the most protection.

BOOT TRAY - HEAVY DUTYBOOT TRAY

BOOT NET

This specially designed horizontal boot net is 
fixed to the standard boot hooks and keeps your 

luggage secured safely in place as you drive.

This waterproof, heavy duty boot tray is made out 
of a sturdy high-quality material and is perfectly 

shaped to fit your car’s rear storage space.  
It will protect the boot from dirt and scratches,  

has high walls and features the CR-V logo.

This waterproof anti-slip boot tray is perfectly 
shaped to fit your car’s rear storage space and 

will protect the boot from dirt and scratches. It has 
raised edges and features the CR-V logo.

ROOF RAILS

CROSS BARS

These cross bars comply with Honda’s stringent  
safety requirements. They need to be combined 

with roof rails and have a maximum carrying 
capacity of 75kg or three bicycles.  

Kit contains: cross bars and storage bag.

SKI AND SNOWBOARD RACK

Easy-to-use ski holder for three or four pairs of skis 
(depending on the size of the skis) or one snowboard.  

The skis or snowboard are securely fastened between two 
rubber profiles that protect the equipment and can easily  
be fitted without tools. It can be locked and weighs 3.6kg.

In combination with cross bars, these roof rails expand your car’s 
carrying capacity. They have a maximum roof capacity of 75kg.
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THULE BICYCLE CARRIER - EASYFOLD

This Thule bicycle carrier, which is certified by Honda, 
carries two bicycles and is easy to install. It has a tilting 
function for easy boot access and an anti-theft locking 
system. It comes with a 13-pin connector and requires  

a 13-pin trailer harness or a 7 to 13-pin adapter.

THULE ROOF BICYCLE RACK

Take your bicycle with you by adding this roof 
bicycle rack with an anti-theft locking device 

and an easy-to-use self-adjusting frame 
 (maximum of three bicycles).

THULE ROOFBOX 410L

This sturdy Thule Motion M type waterproof box is certified by Honda and 
gives you an extra 410 litres of storage space. Finished in black, it features the 
Power-Click system for easy mounting, an anti-theft lock and dual side opening. 

Its dimensions are 175cm length, 86cm width and 46cm height.

INTERIOR & 
COMFORT

ILLUMINATION PACK

The Illumination Pack uses a combination of lights to give an ambient atmosphere to the inside of your car. 
Pack contains: front ambient footlights and illuminated door sill trims.
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CHILDSEATS

Honda genuine childseats offer superior 
protection for your child from birth to 

12 years. There are two installation options: 
ISOFix or 3-point seatbelt fixation.

TABLET HOLDER KIT

This tablet holder, with the headrest base, fits any 
tablet with dimensions varying from 7 to 11.6 inches. 

It has a neat tiltable feature so it can be adjusted  
to the best viewing position too.

COAT HANGER KIT

This coat hanger kit, including the 
headrest base, attaches easily to the 

back of the seat. Allowing you to 
hang your coat, jacket or suit.

INTERIOR PANELS

Finished in high quality, subtly textured silver, these interior panels give your CR-V a sleek contemporary look. 
Pack contains: front dashboard panels, centre console panels, front door panels and rear door panels.
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DOOR VISORS

These door visors are mounted on the top of the front and rear doors 
and smoothly deflect the air streams. Kit contains: a set of four visors.

REAR LIPPED RUBBER MATS

These rubber mats are strong, durable 
and have raised edges to protect your 

rear footwell from wear and tear.  
They are easy to clean. 

Kit contains: two rear mats.

FRONT LIPPED RUBBER MATS

These rubber mats, with raised edges, 
are made to protect the front footwell 
and feature the CR-V logo. They are 

tough yet easy to clean.  
Kit contains: two front mats.

ELEGANCE FLOOR MATS

These elegant and comfortable fitted 
tufted carpets have a black woven binding 

and embroidered CR-V emblem. 
Kit contains: front and rear mats. 

Suitable for both five and seven seat models.
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Part numbers and contents are subject to change. 
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and feature either petrol or hybrid models.

SPORT & DESIGN

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Aero Pack (for petrol cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08E0P-TLA-AER6P
08E0P-TLA-AER7P
08E0P-TLA-AER8P
08E0P-TLA-AERKP
08E0P-TLA-AERSP
08E0P-TLA-AERVP
08E0P-TLA-AERXP
08E0P-TLA-AERYP

Aero Pack (for hybrid cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08E0P-TLA-AER6H
08E0P-TLA-AER7H
08E0P-TLA-AER8H
08E0P-TLA-AERKH
08E0P-TLA-AERSH
08E0P-TLA-AERVH
08E0P-TLA-AERXH
08E0P-TLA-AERYH

Front aero bumper

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08P98-TLA-660
08P98-TLA-670
08P98-TLA-680
08P98-TLA-6K0
08P98-TLA-6S0
08P98-TLA-6V0
08P98-TLA-6X0
08P98-TLA-6Y0

Rear aero bumper (for petrol cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08P99-TLA-660A
08P99-TLA-670A
08P99-TLA-680A
08P99-TLA-6K0A
08P99-TLA-6S0A
08P99-TLA-6V0A
08P99-TLA-6X0A
08P99-TLA-6Y0A

Rear aero bumper (for hybrid cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08P99-TLA-660
08P99-TLA-670
08P99-TLA-680
08P99-TLA-6K0
08P99-TLA-6S0
08P99-TLA-6V0
08P99-TLA-6X0
08P99-TLA-6Y0

SPORT & DESIGN

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Style Pack (for petrol cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08E0P-TLA-STY6P
08E0P-TLA-STY7P
08E0P-TLA-STY8P
08E0P-TLA-STYKP
08E0P-TLA-STYSP
08E0P-TLA-STYVP
08E0P-TLA-STYXP
08E0P-TLA-STYYP

Style Pack (for hybrid cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08E0P-TLA-STY6H
08E0P-TLA-STY7H
08E0P-TLA-STY8H
08E0P-TLA-STYKH
08E0P-TLA-STYSH
08E0P-TLA-STYVH
08E0P-TLA-STYXH
08E0P-TLA-STYYH

Front lower decoration

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08F23-TLA-660A
08F23-TLA-670A
08F23-TLA-680A
08F23-TLA-6K0A
08F23-TLA-6S0A
08F23-TLA-6V0A
08F23-TLA-6X0A
08F23-TLA-6Y0A

Rear lower decoration (for petrol cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08F24-TLA-660B
08F24-TLA-670B
08F24-TLA-680B
08F24-TLA-6K0B
08F24-TLA-6S0B
08F24-TLA-6V0B
08F24-TLA-6X0B
08F24-TLA-6Y0B

Rear lower decoration (for hybrid cars)

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08F24-TLA-660A
08F24-TLA-670A
08F24-TLA-680A
08F24-TLA-6K0A
08F24-TLA-6S0A
08F24-TLA-6V0A
08F24-TLA-6X0A
08F24-TLA-6Y0A

SPORT & DESIGN

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Side lower decorations

Asphalt Silver
Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08F57-TLA-600B
08F57-TLA-660C
08F57-TLA-670C
08F57-TLA-680C
08F57-TLA-6K0C
08F57-TLA-6S0C
08F57-TLA-6V0C
08F57-TLA-6X0C
08F57-TLA-6Y0C

Exhaust tailpipe finisher (for hybrid cars) 08F53-TLA-600

Running boards
Running boards - Black

08L33-TLA-600
08L33-TLA-600A

Mirror caps - Asphalt Silver 08R06-TLA-610

Tailgate decoration 08F52-TLA-600

SPORT & DESIGN

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Tailgate spoiler

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08F02-TLA-660
08F02-TLA-670
08F02-TLA-680
08F02-TLA-6K0
08F02-TLA-6W0
08F02-TLA-6V0
08F02-TLA-6X0
08F02-TLA-6Y0

18" CR1801 alloy wheel
18" CR1801 complete wheels

08W18-TLA-602
08W78-TLA-600K

19" CR1901 alloy wheel
19" CR1901 complete wheels

08W19-TLA-601
08W79-TLA-600K

Wheel lock nuts - Chrome
Wheel lock nuts - Black

08W42-SJD-602
08W42-T7S-600

Wheel caps - Chrome
Wheel caps - Black

08W42-SP0-R00
08W42-SZT-000

YOUR OPTIONS
Personalise your CR-V with genuine accessories.
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INTERIOR & COMFORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Armrest bag 08MLW-UTI-RRBAG

Door visors 08R04-TLA-600

Childseat group 0+ iSize 08P90-TLA-600

Childseat group 0+ Base iSize 08P90-TLA-600A

Childseat group 1 Trifix iSize 08P90-TLA-600B

Childseat group 2+3 Kidfix XP SICT 08P90-T7S-601

PROTECTION & SAFETY

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Convenience Pack

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08E0P-TLA-C0N60
08E0P-TLA-C0N70
08E0P-TLA-C0N80
08E0P-TLA-C0NK0
08E0P-TLA-C0NS0
08E0P-TLA-C0NV0
08E0P-TLA-C0NX0
08E0P-TLA-C0NY0

Front fog lights (manual vehicles)
Front fog lights (automatic vehicles) 

08V31-TLA-600MT
08V31-TLA-600AT

Side body trims

Lunar Silver Metallic
Modern Steel Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Cosmic Blue Metallic
Platinum White Pearl
Rallye Red
Premium Crystal Red Metallic
Premium Agate Brown Pearl

08P05-TLA-660A
08P05-TLA-670A
08P05-TLA-680A
08P05-TLA-6K0A
08P05-TLA-6S0A
08P05-TLA-6V0A
08P05-TLA-6X0A
08P05-TLA-6Y0A

Front and rear mud flaps 08P00-TLA-600

Puddle lights 08V27-TLA-600

Parking sensor punch tool 08Z20-TGL-600

INTERIOR & COMFORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Illumination Pack 08E0P-TLA-ILLU

Blue front ambient footlight 08E10-TLA-600

Interior panels grey - left hand drive
Interior panels grey - right hand drive

08Z03-TLA-610
08Z03-TLA-510

Standard floor mats
(Suitable for both five and  
seven seat models)

08P14-TLA-610

Elegance floor mats
(Suitable for both five and  
seven seat models)

08P15-TLA-620

Front lipped rubber mats
Rear lipped rubber mats

08P18-TLA-610
08P19-TLA-610

INTERIOR & COMFORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Coat hanger kit 08U08-E6J-610D

Tablet holder kit 08U08-E6J-610C

Door sill trims 08E12-TLA-610C

Illuminated door sill trims 08E12-TLA-610A

Boot sill decorations 08F07-TLA-600

Multi-utility bag 08MLW-UTI-FRBAG

Part numbers and contents are subject to change. 
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and feature either petrol or hybrid models.27 28



TRANSPORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Roof rails 08L02-TLA-600

Ski and snowboard rack 08L03-TA1-600G

Thule roof bicycle rack  
(maximum of three bicycles)

08L07-E09-600A

Thule bicycle carrier - Coach 08L14-E09-C00

Thule bicycle carrier - EasyFold 08L14-E09-E00

Thule roofbox 410L 08L20-E09-M20

TRANSPORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Fixed tow bar  
with 13-pin trailer harness

08L90-TLA-600KF

Detachable tow bar  
with 13-pin trailer harness

08L92-TLA-600KD

Retractable tow bar  
with 13-pin trailer harness

08L92-TLA-60KRH

12V battery line 08L91-TLA-L00T

Cross bars (includes storage bag) 08L04-TLA-600

Adapter 13 to 7 pin 08L91-EG6-601

TRANSPORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Bumper step protector 08P01-TLA-600

Windshield cover 08P38-TLA-600

Warning triangle 08M09-SMG-600

Fluorescent vest (pack of 10) 08YAA-9R6-601

First aid kit (pack of 10) 08Z25-9R6-601

Cargo Pack (for petrol cars)
Cargo Pack (for hybrid cars)

08E0P-TLA-CARGP
08E0P-TLA-CARGH

TRANSPORT

DESCRIPTION NUMBER

Boot mat 08P11-TLA-610

Boot net 08L96-TLA-600

Boot tray 08U45-TLA-600

Boot tray (heavy duty) 08U45-TLA-600B

Dog guard 08U35-TLA-600

Premium boot organiser (for petrol cars)
Premium boot organiser (for hybrid cars)

08L62-TLA-600A
08L62-TLA-600

Part numbers and contents are subject to change. 
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and feature either petrol or hybrid models.29 30




